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Abstract: The civil engineering industry now faces with many problems such as poorly planned projects, breach of the delivery date, erroneous budget estimation, uncontrolled system functionality changes and inappropriate documentation that all lead to the dissatisfaction of clients. One of the main concerns of civil engineering industry is to develop the talent of its human resources since, the quality and innovation of its products and services depend to a great extent on the knowledge, the ability and the talent that civil engineers apply in the development process. A competency framework defines a set of knowledge, skills and behaviors that professionals must have to excel in their careers. A competency framework facilitates the identification of training needs and guides the design of a professional development program. In this study, researchers propose a competency framework for civil engineers whose design is based on the activities and interactions that they perform during the civil development process. Thus, competency framework for civil engineers defines a set of knowledge, abilities and key behaviors with special emphasis in the soft skills. The organization that adopts this framework must define and integrate the specific competencies needed by for civil engineers to allow them to fulfill their goals.
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INTRODUCTION

Since, its origins, the civil engineering industry faces many problems such as badly planned projects, breach of the delivery date, erroneous budget estimation and planning, uncontrolled system functionality changes, inappropriate documentation that generates unsatisfied clients. Research on civil engineering about type of problems by designing quality standards, working methodologies and technologies to increase the productivity of the civil engineering process. In spite of the multiple advances of these researches, they are not enough to prevent a high percentage of failing projects (Klappholz et al., 2003).

One possible cause of failing projects is that the quality of the products and services do not only depend on the standards, methodologies and technologies that are in use in the civil engineering development process but also there is a great influence of the knowledge, the capability and the talent of civil engineers to apply the concepts of civil engineering and to interact with diverse technologies and heterogeneous working groups. The literature identifies the principal factors that cause low performance (Karn and Cowling, 2001; Felder et al., 1988) and the professional obsolescence (Van Loo et al., 2001).

It also mentions that sometimes the complexity of the civil engineering development process exceeds the capabilities of civil engineers (McGuire and Randall, 1998). However, there is little research that focuses on the skills update and professional development of civil engineers. In addition, not everybody considers that developing in civil engineering implies a complex process that presents technical psychosocial interactions; consequently, software engineers must have the capability to work in team and under pressure, to satisfy the customer requirements, to solve conflicts and other qualities that they rarely try to develop but that are fundamental for a good performance.

Competency and employability are the important parts of education system. The main goal of education is learners can reach their own needs and the society needs in the same time. There are many recognized competency models (SQA, 2003). For example, German dual system provides skills which enable learners to cope with increasing complexity in work tasks. The Mayer Committee of Australia proposed the set of seven key competencies:

- Collecting, analyzing and organizing information
- Communicating ideas and information
- Planning and organizing activities
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Working with organizing activities
Using mathematical ideas and techniques
Solving problem
Using technology (Werner, 1995)

The competencies form a firm foundation for the identification of skills required to successfully participate in the world of work. However, these models were initiated according to its own circumstance as countries differ in social systems, ideology, historical tradition and cultural background.

The goal of this research is to propose a competency framework that guides civil engineers to identify their training needs and to plan their professional development. The proposed competency framework is based on both the civil engineering activities and on the characteristics that are required for a civil engineer to perform those activities.

The present research is mainly based on the information obtained from Thai civil engineering industry with a psycho-social approach. The group traditionally does applied research in civil engineering considering both technical and social factors with the aim of providing solutions to problems in civil engineering industry.

This study provides basic concepts, methodology, classifies competencies, defines the procedure and describes the proposed competency framework. Finally, researchers provide some concluding remarks and some research directions for future work.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Competency theories and concepts: Competence is the ability of professionals who have the knowledge, expertise and attitude needed to execute the job. Lee (1999) and Huang (1996) stated that competence is the capability of doing their future jobs or activities. Based on the manager ability research, competence theory become mature and produces a number of generic competence models. Boyatzis (1982) believe that the competency model of managers including goals and operations management, leadership, human resource management, skills for direction underling, special knowledge (Boyatzis, 1982). Spencer and Spencer found that distinguish competence between good entrepreneurs and the general lies in achievement, personal maturity, leadership and control, etc. and build five general competency models including sale staffs, community service personnel and so on (Spencer and Spencer, 1993) and the subsequent research.

Civil engineer competency: Generally, engineers have competency profile with responsibility for consultation, investigation, evaluation and planning, design, design review and approval and determination of environmental and safety impacts of work processes and products such as buildings, utilities, systems, sites, mapping or infrastructures including providing project management oversight, supervision of lower level staff, oversee or review environmental, infrastructure and manage implementation of projects/plans according to codes and regulations (NCBEES, 2008). Competency is the ability to perform a particular task at a certain level of expertise. Regarding to identify the competencies associated with a task or activity, consultants usually divide the job into two specific areas. The first area is called core competencies, these are the behavioural attributes essential to the successful completion of the work. These are the bottom-line, minimal skills and abilities that a person must have to even attempt the task. The second areas are performance competencies that focus on the skills and abilities associated with effective task execution. However, high levels of performance competency purport indicate that a person is capable of superior levels of task performance. The combination of core and performance competencies associated with a job creates a descriptive set of skills and abilities that are seen as predictive of effective performance (Nicoll, 2008).

In Australia, competency is commonly defined as the ability to perform activities in an occupational function to the standard expected in employment. Therefore, competency is a measure of ability, regardless of how that ability has been acquired. Consequently, it is often held that the only determinant of competency is actual performance. In engineering, this is valid only if we understand in depth what constitutes dependable performance. Engineering involves highly disciplined approaches to complex matters so engineers must be well skilled these. Finally, competency might be summarized as a combination of knowledge, experience and enterprise so, enterprise means the capacity to engage with new challenges and different circumstances because enterprise cannot be omitted or treated as additional part and separation. The most importance, every engineer has a responsibility to engage with the new and to help shape the future which is an integral part of their professional competence (CEA, 2003).

Civil engineer requirement of Thai industry: Specific core competencies should be determined according to the enterprise demand rather than the need of a science
subject’s development needs and in line with the basic principles of the specific core competence. The specific core competence should reflect the following unique feature of the professional core competencies, firstly reflected in the target of specific training and closely linked to application capability and explicating capability; secondly reflected in the locating of service-oriented and thirdly in the school’s operating characteristics (Ye et al., 2006). There was a research on The Competency of Civil Engineering for Enterprises Requirement in Thailand, it revealed that enterprise’s requirement priorities covered ethic, skill, knowledge and human relation (Klaoklaing et al., 2001).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This study was to explore and examine the core competencies for civil engineer based on Thai civil engineering industry participant perceptions. It will provide a better understanding for educators to develop the appropriate training method. In this study, researchers use the term competency in a holistic approach that is researchers integrate in this term the functional and behavioral approaches. Thus, the term competency refers to the set of knowledge, abilities and behaviors that professionals put in action in a specific context and that allow them to excel in the performance of their job functions and to fulfill the quality criteria that their job functions demand (Klein et al., 2004).

- The knowledge refers to the understanding of technical information and necessary to adequately perform a job function
- The ability refers to the cognitive factors that represent the capability to effectively apply the knowledge on a specific job function
- The behavior refers to the attitude that a professional shows as an affective positive or negative reaction towards an object and that determines the way the professional acts

Describing a working role by using competencies, facilitates organization’s personnel management activities such as recruitment, career plan design, personnel performance evaluation, profile position design, compensation program design, training and development program design.

A competency framework (or competency model) defines the set of knowledge, abilities and behaviors that professionals need to excel in the performance of their job functions.

Population and sample: Populations were the administrators and manager of 751 companies in Thailand. The sampling group was composed of 1,400 Thai civil engineering industry participant.

Research framework: Researchers studied two groups of Thai civil engineering industry participant. First group consist of 17 experts for synthesize the core competencies and identify perspectives on the core competencies with focus group techniques. After that second groups consist of 1,400 Thai civil engineering industry participant. Researchers used the ethnographic technique (field observations, interviews and questionnaires). Researcher spent 3 months to carry out the observations and interviews for each group. The observations and interviews focused on identifying the knowledge, attitudes and skills that the participant showed to perform their activities according to the civil engineering development process. For the analysis of the information researchers collecting data, classifies the data and finally generates a theory. Researchers also used functional analysis to identify core competencies that are fundamental to successfully complete the projects. The competencies are generic and are independent of the person who executes the task.

Data analysis: An initial study was conducted Thai civil engineering industry participant. The survey was on a 5-point Likert-type scale. Data collection was done by questionnaires then the questionnaires were analyzed to find out the conclusion. Data analysis was done using SPSS/FW. The part with selection items was analyzed using frequency and percentage. The part with five scales was analyzed using mean (X) Standard Deviation (SD) and correlation. The levels of agreement from respondents were as follows: 4.50-5.00 means definitely agree, 3.50-4.49 means strongly agree, 2.50-3.49 means quite agree, 1.50-2.49 means quite disagree, 1.00-1.49 means strongly disagree.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Classification and selection of competencies: For the convenience, researchers classify competencies under the following three categories:

- Technical: These competencies describe the job functions performed by the civil engineers
- Social: These competencies describe the abilities of civil engineers to interact with their work environments
- Personal: These competencies describe particular characteristics of the civil engineer
These categories are interrelated and they collectively are the base to identify the competencies to keep the civil engineer in a competent level. The competencies that we select come from two different sources. First, from the methodology described in research framework and second from considering three factors: the market’s needs, the characteristics of civil engineers and the characteristics of the organizations that hire them. On the one hand, civil engineers need to rely on key competencies to adapt to environment where technologies change constantly and rapidly and working groups are now more diverse and fragmented than ever. On the other hand, companies need to satisfy the market’s needs and to be profitable. The framework that researchers describe in this study focuses to individual competencies (Fig. 1).

The work environments with the features mentioned above demands from the civil engineer competencies with special characteristics. However, the selected competencies are those that are useful in different areas and are necessary for the all civil engineers. The desirable characteristics of these competencies are:

- They must relate to economic and social measurable benefits
- They must be useful in a wide spectrum of contexts that is they must be applicable to multiple areas of life
- They must be of specific use for a role, occupation or task that the civil engineer performs in the development process

A competency framework consists of a specific set of competencies with an integrated approach. Table 1 shows the most important competencies for civil engineers. Researchers sort them by divides competencies in groups: technical, social and personal.

The findings illustrated that the expected competency in the aspects of:

- General basic vocation
- Information technology
- Knowledge or skill in construcational design
- Knowledge in shop drawing and as built drawing
- Construction cost estimation
- Working technique and construction practice
- Material test
- Analysis, design and behavior of fabricated structure
- Administration and management of construction
- Law, document and contract of construction
- Work system for building
- Safety construction
- Attitude to personality
- Attitude to human relationship
- Handling and solving conflicts
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**Fig. 1: Competencies framework for civil engineer in Thailand**
Table 1: Means and standard deviations expected competency and acceptable competency of civil engineer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competency</th>
<th>Expected competency</th>
<th>Acceptable competency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General basic</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information technology</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructional design</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drawing</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction cost estimation</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technique and construction practice</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material test</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis design</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration and management</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law and construction</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work system for building</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety construction</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal relations</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human relationship</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handling and solving conflicts</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development in the job environment</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal development</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rights and limits</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Development in the job environment
- Personal development
- Rights and limits have means of 4.41 (SD = 0.42), 4.39 (SD = 0.52), 4.37 (SD = 0.57), 4.53 (SD = 0.45), 4.46 (SD = 0.43), 4.36 (SD = 0.39), 4.44 (SD = 0.36), 4.38 (SD = 0.43), 4.50 (SD = 0.37), 4.27 (SD = 0.44), 4.38 (SD = 0.57), 4.46 (SD = 0.49), 4.51 (SD = 0.28), 4.43 (SD = 0.42) and 4.53 (SD = 0.45), 4.50 (SD = 0.37), 4.46 (SD = 0.43) and 4.41 (SD = 0.42), respectively (Table 1)

CONCLUSION

The proposed competency framework defines a set of knowledge, abilities and key behaviors with special emphasis in the soft skills. The organization that adopts this framework must define and integrate the specific competencies needed by civil engineers to allow them to fulfill their goals. To simplify the definition of this competency framework for the civil engineer, researcher shows specific competencies in each of the main groups described. Organizations and individuals may use this framework as a guide and to adapt it to their needs. The competency framework is support civil engineers to develop and to advance in their research during their labor life in the organization. To face to the current challenges, civil organizations need a better way of developing the skills of their civil engineers to solve complex mental tasks. The competencies involve the mobilization of practical and cognitive skills, creative skills and other psycho-socials resources like attitudes, motivation and values. The attitudes or behaviors of civil engineers and those of the organization are the strongest barriers that civil engineers have to face if they want to develop themselves as professionals. The disposition of civil engineers to adopt and acquire new competencies is a more definitive factor for their development as professional. In order that civil engineers could contribute to the organization, it is necessary that they prepare, form and acquire the necessary competencies and obtain satisfaction from it; for this reason, it is recommendable to regularly evaluate their performance, to determine if their labor goals are in conformity with the market and their long term plans as people.
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